WORK THAT INSPIRES

PLAN recreation for on trails, lakes and rivers

MANAGE forests and fuels to improve health and habitat

PROVIDE watchable wildlife education to visitors

RESTORE streams, rivers and wetlands for healthy fish

WORK WHERE YOU PLAY

EXPLORE the Mineral Ridge National Scenic Trail and Wolf Lodge Bay where 200+ bald eagles migrate each winter to feed on kokanee salmon

BOAT, picnic, swim and visit the native plant garden at the Blackwell Island Recreation Site

CAMP at Windy Bay Boater Park...accessible by boat for overnight moorage

LIVE WHERE YOU WORK

SMALL-TOWN FEEL with city amenities

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES offering undergraduate and graduate degrees and medical research

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and city amenities an hour away in Spokane

www.blm.gov
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WORK THAT INSPIRES

PLAN recreation on the Salmon and Clearwater rivers

MANAGE forests, fuels and streams to improve health, wildlife and fisheries habitat

DISCOVER prehistory on the Salmon River with Oregon State University’s archaeology field school

WORK WHERE YOU PLAY

FISH the Clearwater River where the famous “B-Run” Steelhead return from the Pacific Ocean to spawn

BOAT the Lower Salmon River featuring challenging white-water and white beaches for camping

EXPLORE the Nez Perce National Historic Trail where the Nez Perce hunt, fish, collect camas and biscuitroot.

LIVE WHERE YOU WORK

SMALL-TOWN with retail, commercial, medical and support services east of the Salmon River Canyon

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES offering undergraduate and graduate degrees

CAMAS PRAIRIE—named for the blue camas flower which blooms in early June
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